11. Single and Double Slit Diffraction
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Figure 11.6.: Single Slit graph: data and predicted curve.
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11.5.2.2. Calculate I(x) = I0 sinβ 2 β
1. Open the old set that still has the X=0 data in it and obtain your value for I0 which is the maximum
intensity value observed. It will be near X=0.
2. Calculate a new set for I(x). For example if I0 is 3.48 lux and g0.s5.x has the β values in its Y
column, the new set would have: X = g0.s5.x and Y = 3.48 *(sin(g0.s5.y))^2/ g0.s5.y^2
At this point you hopefully have a predicted single slit pattern line plotted which agrees very well with
the data collected.
Present the data as circles and the theoretical line as a line or dashed line in xmgrace. For the report
just the corrected data and the prediction line need to appear. See Figure 11.6 for an example. Extra
information is shown. It was collected to insure the slit width and Intensity values, both observed and
predicted, matched well.

11.5.3. Import Double Slit Data
Use the Block data import feature of xmgrace to import the double slit data. An example is shown on
the next page. The dashed line is not a theoretical fit but merely a dashed line joining the data points.

11.5.4. Question:
What further step would be required to predict the double slit pattern with reference to the steps taken
to plot the single slit pattern?
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Figure 11.7.: Double Slit data

11.6. Hints and Help
• Turn back-light on: Home, Settings, arrow down to back-light, check-mark, choose ON.
• It is very useful to label your sets in xmgrace. For the top figure on page 9, the following sets were
present in xmgrace, just as an example:
– G0.S0 [2][149] "original data”
– G0.S1 [2][149] "data centered at zero" (moved data; peak I@0m)
– G0.S2 [2][149] "scaled and centered X" (corrected for scale 0.182/0.341)
– G0.S3 [2][144] "no zeros, copy of G ".S2" (removed x=0 data points)
– G0.S4 [2][144] "0.16mm Beta calculation" (β =

πb
λ sinθ

calc)

– G0.S5 [2][144] "0.16mm prediction" (predicted curve b = 0.16mm)
– G0.S6 [2][144] "0.08mm Beta calculation" (β =

πb
λ sinθ

calc)

– G0.S7 [2][144] "0.08mm prediction" (predicted curve b=0.08mm)
• Radians: If the GLX data was not exported in meters of linear position, it is probably in radians.
The metric is actually the RMS pulley’s position in radians, not the angle of interest θ.
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